Strand Displacement Synthesis Capability of Moloney Murine Leukemia Virus Reverse Transcriptase
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The accepted model of retroviral reverse transcription includes a circular DNA intermediate which requires strand displacement synthesis for linearization and creation of an integration-competent, long terminal repeat-flanked DNA product. We have used an in vitro model of this last step of reverse transcription to examine the role of the viral enzyme, reverse transcriptase (RT), in displacement synthesis. We show that Moloney murine leukemia virus RT possesses an activity which allows for displacement synthesis through a minimum of 1,334 bp of duplex DNA—an extent much greater than that required during in vivo reverse transcription and over 25-fold greater than has been previously demonstrated for a viral RT. RT does not function as a helicase in the classical sense but appears to closely couple duplex DNA melting with synthesis-driven translocation of the enzyme. In the absence of synthesis, the unwound region created by a primer-positioned RT appears to be no greater than 2 bp and does not advance along the template. Additionally, RT does not utilize ATP or any deoxyribonucleoside triphosphate not directly encoded by the template strand to catalyze processive duplex unwinding at a nick; nor does binding of the enzyme unwind duplex DNA in the absence of a 3' terminus. The approximate maximum chain elongation rate during strand displacement synthesis by Moloney murine leukemia virus RT falls between 0.73 and 1.5 nucleotides per s at 37°C. The RNase H activity of RT does not appear to play a role in displacement synthesis; however, a 181-amino-acid C-terminal truncation of RT displays a dramatically reduced ability to catalyze synthesis through duplex DNA.

The retroviral reverse transcriptase (RT) catalyzes the conversion of the single-stranded viral RNA genome into a double-stranded, terminally redundant DNA molecule. After a specific tRNA-primed initiation event near the 5' end of the positive-sense RNA genome, reverse transcription proceeds through an intricate series of steps, including two independent "jumps," or strand transfer reactions, to produce full-length minus and plus DNA strands; in the process, sequences unique to the 5' and 3' ends of the genome are duplicated to generate the long terminal repeat (LTR) regions of the final product (43). At least two enzymatic activities of RT are required for reverse transcription. The protein functions as both an RNA- and DNA-directed DNA polymerase and also possesses an RNase activity specific for RNA-DNA hybrid duplexes (RNase H) (43). Despite this multiplicity of activities, not all functions required during reverse transcription have, to date, been demonstrated to reside within RT. In particular, while it is clear that strand displacement synthesis is necessary for completion of reverse transcription (see Fig. 1) (15), the mechanism for achieving displacement synthesis to the extent required in vivo has not been determined.

Early evidence for the occurrence of strand displacement synthesis during endogenous reverse transcription was obtained when linear viral DNA was examined in the avian sarcoma-leukosis virus (ASLV) system. It was noted in both permeabilized virions and in infected cells that while the viral minus-strand DNA was predominantly genome length, plus strands were discontinuous, being composed of multiple subgenomic fragments (3, 19, 23, 40). Both biochemical (3, 19, 40) and electron microscopic (23) analyses demonstrated that the discontinuous plus strands were characterized by the presence of multiple single-stranded branches. These data led to the generation of a model whereby, in at least one retrovirus system, multiple initiation events during plus-strand synthesis lead to a minimum partial displacement of downstream plus strands by those originating upstream (3, 23). Similarly, the potential for strand displacement during the synthesis of human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) plus strands follows from the discovery of a second, upstream, polyuridine tract (PPT) that, in addition to the normal PPT (8), provides a site for the initiation of plus strands (9, 10). The most easily defined requirement for displacement synthesis occurs following the second strand transfer reaction of reverse transcription. In this step, complementary sequences found at the 3' ends of the nascent plus and minus DNA strands pair intramolecularly to form a circular intermediate (20) (Fig. 1, second jump). Subsequent extension of the 3' terminus of the minus-strand DNA, which is required for LTR generation and linearization of the intermediate, must proceed through a relatively long stretch of duplex DNA: in Moloney murine leukemia virus (M-MuLV), the LTR region is 594 bp (38); in HIV-1, it is 636 bp (32).

Previous work has suggested that at least two retroviral RTs possess a limited ability to promote strand displacement synthesis. The purified avian myeloblastosis virus (AMV) RT was reported to have a DNA-DNA duplex and an RNA-DNA hybrid duplex unwinding-like activity (11), and independently, it was found to catalyze roughly 45 to 55 bp of displacement synthesis on nicked, double-stranded DNA templates (30). Purified HIV-1 RT was shown to catalyze limited displacement synthesis, in vitro, up to a maximum of approximately 50 bp (18, 21).

Because these demonstrated activities are roughly 10-fold less than the expected requirement for in vivo reverse transcription, the precise mechanism of in vivo strand displacement synthesis remains unclear. It is distinctly possible that additional viral proteins present in the subviral nucleoprotein...
complex, or host factors present in the cytoplasm, facilitate displacement synthesis by RT. We have readdressed the capacity of RT to catalyze displacement of the non-template strand during DNA synthesis by utilizing purified M-MuLV RT and DNA templates designed to approximate the intermediate created by the second strand transfer of reverse transcription. In this model system we have demonstrated that purified M-MuLV RT can carry out displacement synthesis on a duplex DNA template in vitro to an extent that is clearly greater than what is required in vivo.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Recombinant M-MuLV RT was purchased from GIBCO-BRL (Life Technologies, Inc.) and, where indicated, from United States Biochemical Corp. The RNase H− mutant forms of M-MuLV RT, Superscript I and II, and mung bean nuclease were from GIBCO-BRL. All restriction endonucleases were purchased from New England Biolabs, Inc. Recombinant human topoisomerase I was purified from baculovirus-infected insect cells by a procedure which will be detailed elsewhere. [α-32P]dATP (3,000 Ci/mmol) was purchased from Dupont NEN Research Products, and deoxynucleoside triphosphates (dNTPs) were from Pharmacia Biotech, Inc. Supplies for electron microscopy were from Ted Pella, Inc. pUC18 plasmid DNA was isolated from transformed DH5α cells by the alkaline lysis method (1) and purified by centrifugation through two sequential CsCl-ethidium bromide density gradients. pBluescript II KS(+) plasmid DNA (Stratagene) was purified with a Qiagen Plasmid Maxi Kit by following the directions of the manufacturer.

Preparation of circular displacement templates. Linear preparations of pUC18 DNA were generated with the single-cut restriction endonucleases HindIII, ScaI, Smal, SspI, and XmnI. Paired combinations of blunt-end linear molecules were used to generate the displacement templates shown in Fig. 2. The resulting template pairs are designated n/N, according to the amount of duplex DNA through which displacement synthesis is primed. A mixture containing 0.5 μg of each linear

FIG. 1. Retroviral Reverse Transcription. (A) Reverse transcription begins near the 5' end of the viral plus-strand RNA genome. Primed by a host transfer-RNA molecule which base pairs with the RNA template at the primer binding site (PBS), minus-strand DNA synthesis proceeds to the 5' end of the viral RNA. (B) Following RNase H degradation of the RNA, translocation (the first jump) of the nascent DNA strand to the 3' end of the same or the second RNA genome is mediated by base pairing between the complementary R sequences. (C) Continuation of minus-strand DNA synthesis is accompanied by degradation of the RNA. At the PPT directly adjacent to the U3 region of the genome, a specific RNase H-mediated cleavage of the RNA strand creates a primer for initiation of plus-strand DNA; the plus strand is extended into the PBS region of the tRNA, and the tRNA is removed by RNase H. (D) In the second jump, the 3' end of the nascent plus-strand base pairs intramolecurarily to a complementary sequence at the 3' end of the minus-strand DNA to generate a circular intermediate. (E) Extension of both the plus-strand and the minus-strand DNA, accompanied by strand displacement through at least the LTR region, completes the viral LTR sequences and linearizes the circular molecule to form the complete, preintegrative, double-stranded DNA product.

FIG. 2. Preparation of displacement synthesis templates. Pairs of pUC18 linear molecules generated by restriction enzyme digestion were mixed, denatured, and renatured as described in Materials and Methods. As shown, each annealing reaction produced two templates. The labels n and N correspond to the amount of duplex DNA through which displacement synthesis is primed and are used to designate a given template pair. The arrowheads indicate the positions of 3'-hydroxyls and the direction of primered synthesis. The enzymes used to produce each template pair were: 17/2669, Smal and HindII; 117/2569, ScaI and XmnI; 207/2479, XmnI and SspI; 324/2362, SspI and ScaI; and 604/2082, SspI and HindII.
molecule of a given pair was denatured in 0.2 M NaOH (final volume, 76 μl) for 10 min at room temperature. The sample was chilled on ice, brought to 50 mM Tris-Cl (pH 8.0), and neutralized with HCl (final pH 7.2 to 7.6; volume, 100 μl) before being annealed at 60°C (templates 117/2569, 207/2479, 324/2362, and 604/2082) or 45°C (templates 17/2669) for 1.5 h. After annealing, the samples were loaded on a 1% vertical Tris-borate-EDTA (TBE)-agarose gel (1 M) (FMC Bioproducts; Seakem GTG agarose) and electrophoresed at 1.7 V/cm for approximately 16 h to separate nicked from linear molecules. The DNA loading buffer was 4% Ficoll, 0.03% bromophenol blue, 0.03% xylene cyanole, and 2 mM EDTA. The DNA bands corresponding to nicked circles (form II) were cut out, and the DNA was eluted from the gel slices and purified by two phenol extractions, two chloroform extractions, and precipitation with 2 volumes of ethanol in the presence of 0.3 M sodium acetate.

RT-mediated displacement synthesis. The reaction (final volume, 30 μl) contained 180 ng of template DNA (0.1 pmol) in 50 mM Tris-Cl (pH 8.3), 50 mM KCl, 6 mM MgCl₂, 10 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), and 0.2 mM dNTPs. Synthesis was initiated by the addition of 1 μl of RT (200 U; approximately 7 pmol), and the reaction mixtures were incubated for 3 h at 37°C. The reactions were terminated by the addition of 1 μl of 0.5 M EDTA and extracted with 1 volume of phenol-chloroform-isooamyl alcohol (25:24:1) before electrophoresis on 1% TBE-agarose gel. During the course of these experiments, trace levels of a nuclease and Escherichia coli topoisomerase I were detected in some lots of commercially supplied recombinant RT preparations. However, RT lots free of these contaminating activities exhibited identical levels of strand displacement activity.

-[^32P]dATP-labeled time course of displacement synthesis. Template DNA (approximately 10 to 15 ng) was incubated for 3 min at 37°C in 50 mM Tris-Cl (pH 8.3), 50 mM KCl, 6 mM MgCl₂, 10 mM DTT, 0.9 μM [α-^32P]dATP (3,000 Ci/mmol), 14.1 μM unlabeled dATP, and 15 μM concentrations of dCTP, dGTP, and dTTP (volume, 29 μl). The reactions were initiated by the addition of 1 μl of RT (200 U) and incubated at 37°C. At the time points indicated in the legend, 2.5 μl of the reaction mixture was terminated by addition to 7.5 μl of stop solution (final concentration, 32 mM EDTA, 0.2% sodium dodecyl sulfate [SDS]). Samples were electrophoresed at ~2 V/cm for 16 h on a 1% TBE-agarose gel adjacent to unlabeled marker DNAs (form II, linear and molecular weight standards). The gel was stained with 0.5 μg of ethidium bromide per ml and dried under vacuum, and the marker DNAs were visualized with UV irradiation. Phosphorescent indicators were used to mark the positions of the unlabeled marker DNAs before exposing the gel for autoradiography.

Mung bean nuclease treatment of displacement intermediates. The reaction conditions were identical to those described above for the labeled time course analysis. At the time points indicated in the figure legends, 7 μl of the reaction mixture was terminated by addition to 33 μl of 40 mM EDTA. The DNA was precipitated with 2 volumes of ethanol in the presence of 20 μg of tRNA per ml and 0.3 M sodium acetate. The pellet was resuspended in 48 μl of 50 mM sodium acetate (pH 5.0), 250 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM ZnSO₄, 1 mM l-cysteine, and 25% glycerol and divided equally into two new Eppendorf tubes. Mung bean nuclease-treated samples received 0.045 U (1 μl of a 1:1,000 dilution) of mung bean nuclease, while controls received 1 μl of H₂O. The samples were incubated for 20 min at 37°C before being stopped with 0.2% SDS and loaded on a 1% TBE-agarose gel.

Electron microscopy of displacement intermediates. The DNA synthesis reaction mixture contained 100 ng of the 207/2479 template DNA and 200 U of RT in 30 μl of 50 mM Tris-Cl (pH 8.3), 50 mM KCI, 6 mM MgCl₂, 10 mM DTT, and 0.2 mM dNTPs. After a 30-min incubation at 37°C, 18 μl of the reaction mixture was stopped with 1 μl of 0.5 mM EDTA for visualization on an agarose gel. The remaining 12 μl was spread by a formamide tray-spreading technique essentially as described by Davis et al. (12). In brief, the DNA was spread at 0.5 μg/ml in a 70-μl hyperphase containing 100 mM Tris-Cl (pH 8.5), 10 mM EDTA, 0.1 mg of cytochrome c, per ml, 8.6 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl₂, 1.7 mM DTT, 30 μM dNTPs, and 40% formamide onto a hypophase of 10 mM Tris-Cl (pH 8.5), 1 mM EDTA, and 10% formamide. The film was allowed to form for 1 to 2 min and was then picked up onto freshly prepared (<24 h) 3% collodion-coated grids, stained for 30 s with 50 μM uranyl acetate in 90% ethanol, and rinsed for 10 s in 2-methylbutane. The grids were rotary shadowed with Pt/Pd at an 80° angle and carbon coated before examination on a JEOL 1200EXII transmission electron microscope at an 80 KV accelerating voltage.

Duplex-DNA unwinding assay with 17 template DNA. The 17 template was prepared through the annealing step as described above. After annealing (without separating linear and circular molecules), the DNA was concentrated and desalted with a Centricon 30 microconcentrator (Amicon) by following the instructions of the manufacturer. The final concentrated DNA was linearized with either Scal or SapI and purified by phenol-chloroform-isooamyl alcohol (25:24:1) extraction and then by chloroform-isooamyl alcohol (24:1) extraction. The linear DNA was once again concentrated and desalted (dilution into 10 mM Tris-Cl [pH 7.6], 1 mM EDTA [TE]) with a Centricon 30 microconcentrator. A stock solution containing a 1:1 mix of the two linear DNAs (approximately 1.6 μg total, and 800 ng of displacement templates), 50 mM Tris-Cl (pH 8.3), 50 mM KCl, 6 mM MgCl₂, and 10 mM DTT was prepared and aliquoted for each of the reactions shown in Fig. 8, lanes 2 to 9. Nucleotide triphosphates and RT were added as indicated in the figure; the reactions were carried out in a final volume of 20 μl at 37°C for 30 min before termination with 10 mM EDTA. For the positive control, the DNA mixture was melted by heating to 55°C in TE.

Duplex-DNA unwinding assay in the absence of a primer terminus. Individual reaction mixtures contained 650 ng (0.33 pmol) of pBluescript II KS(-) DNA in 50 mM Tris-Cl (pH 8.3), 50 mM KCl, 6 mM MgCl₂, and 10 mM DTT in a final volume of 20 μl. Binding was initiated by adding RT (United States Biochemical M-MuLV RT or Gibco-BRL Superscript II, as indicated) to the molar excess (enzyme-DNA) indicated in the figure legends, followed by incubation for 10 min at 37°C. Negative control reaction mixtures received bovine serum albumin (BSA) rather than RT at a 90:1 molar excess. T7 RNA polymerase binding was carried out at a 10:1 molar excess in 40 mM Tris-Cl (pH 7.5), 10 mM MgCl₂, 5 mM DTT, 0.2 mM GTP, and 50 μg of BSA per ml (1). Relaxation of supercoils was initiated by adding 1 μl (100 ng) of human topoisomerase I and continuing the incubation for 15 min at 37°C. Reactions were stopped with 4 μl of 1.5% SDS, and mixtures were extracted with 1 volume of phenol-chloroform-isooamyl alcohol (25:24:1) and then by 1 volume of chloroform-isooamyl alcohol (24:1). The samples were electrophoresed at 1.25 V/cm for 18 h on a 1.2% TBE-agarose gel in the presence of 0.5 μg of chloroquine per ml.
RESULTS

M-MuLV RT is capable of strand displacement synthesis through extensive regions of duplex DNA. We wished to test whether purified M-MuLV RT was sufficient to carry out concomitant DNA synthesis and displacement of the non-template strand over the distance required for completion of the LTRs during the terminal step of reverse transcription. To this end, a series of pUC18-based templates was constructed to approximate the circular structure produced by the second jump of reverse transcription. The templates were designed to prime synthesis through regions of duplex DNA ranging from 17 bp—a positive control based on the published ability of HIV-1 RT to catalyze 50 bp of displacement synthesis (18, 21)—through a maximum of 2,669 bp. As shown schematically in Fig. 2, pairs of unit-length linear molecules produced by cutting pUC18 with different single-site restriction enzymes were mixed, denatured and renatured to yield circular molecules containing single-strand breaks on opposing strands. The distance separating the breaks was determined by the particular pair of restriction enzymes used (see the legend of Fig. 2). Because of the two possible ways that the single strands could sort, one annealing reaction generated two templates which were identical but for the orientation of their 3' termini (arrows in Fig. 2) and therefore the direction and extent of displacement synthesis primed from the two nicks. Each template pair will be referred to by numbers (n/N) indicating the amount of duplex DNA through which displacement synthesis is primed (n = short, N = long).

Similar to in vivo reverse transcription, in vitro DNA synthesis through the duplex region of a doubly nicked circular template described above would be expected to produce two results: (i) linearization of the DNA, and (ii) terminal duplication of the sequence through which displacement synthesis proceeds. Figure 3 shows an ethidium bromide-stained agarose gel containing the products of in vitro synthesis by M-MuLV RT for 3 h with the various displacement templates. Lane 1 shows the migration of linear pUC18, which is equivalent to opening of the circular DNA template without synthesis. Lanes 2 to 6 show the products of RT-catalyzed synthesis on the templates (indicated in the figure by only the shorter of the two displacement distances). Templates 17, 117, 207, 324, and 604 yielded a series of linear products with lengths that increased by the amounts predicted for displacement synthesis. Templates 2669, 2569, 2479, 2362, and 2082 also yielded linear products of the predicted sizes; in this case the series decreased in size by the expected amounts. The identity of two representative linear products (from the 604 and 2082 templates) was further confirmed by restriction analysis (data not shown). Lanes 7 through 11 show templates subjected to identical conditions minus RT and serve to mark the migration of the nicked circular starting templates. It is clear that for each template, RT was able to successfully catalyze strand displacement synthesis. With the 2669 template this corresponded to a minimum of 1,334 bp of displacement synthesis, assuming extension occurred from both nicks. The appearance of less product from the long templates than from the short templates suggests that RT is more likely to be stalled or slowed during synthesis through extensive stretches of duplex DNA. An inhibition of synthesis by the displaced single strands could account for this result (36).

Time course analysis of displacement synthesis reactions. A time course of displacement synthesis in the presence of \( \left[{\alpha}^{32}\mathrm{P}\right]dATP \) was employed to examine the synthesis reactions in more detail. Figure 4 shows the results of one such experiment using the 604/2082 template pair. Consistent with the expectation that displacement synthesis intermediates should be nicked circular molecules with growing single-stranded tails, the time course was characterized by a population of \( ^{32}\mathrm{P} \)-labeled molecules of decreasing electrophoretic mobility and increasing heterogeneity (lanes 1 to 10). Distinct

![FIG. 3. Agarose gel analysis of displacement synthesis by RT. Synthesis by RT on the indicated template pairs (only the shorter of the two displacement distances is given) was for 3 h at 37°C (lanes 2 to 6). Lanes 7 to 11 were the corresponding controls incubated without RT. The agarose gel was stained with ethidium bromide, and the photographic negative is shown. Lane 1 contained linearized pUC18 DNA (L). NC marks the mobility of the nicked circular template. The positions of size markers are indicated at the left. The extra bands appearing in the negative control for the 17/2669 templates (lane 7) are probably faster-migrating complex knotted structures and more slowly migrating catenated molecules that result from the relative ease with which these two templates (held in circular form by only 17 bp) can open and reanneal.](https://example.com/figure3)

![FIG. 4. Kinetics of displacement synthesis with \( ^{32}\mathrm{P} \)-labeled dATP. RT-mediated synthesis on the 604/2082 template pair was performed in the presence of \( \left[{\alpha}^{32}\mathrm{P}\right]dATP \). Aliquots were stopped at the indicated times, and the samples were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis and then by autoradiography. Indicated on the right are the mobilities of the products of displacement synthesis on the 2082 template (LP, for long product) and the 604 template (SP, for short product); also indicated are the mobilities of the nicked circular DNA (NC) and linear (L).](https://example.com/figure4)
from the background smear of molecules with tails (see below),
the linear products of successful displacement synthesis can be
seen first at 8 min for the 604 template (lane 5, labeled SP for
short product) and at 30 min for the 2082 template (lane 7,
labeled LP for long product). Also visible in lanes 4 and 5 is a
discrete product which migrated faster than the short product
of displacement synthesis, yet more slowly than linear plasmid.
We suspect that this band corresponds to linear intermediates
which resulted from synthesis-driven opening of the circular
template but which still possessed single-strand extensions. By
narrowing the focus of the time course to a window centered
around the earliest appearance of linear product (data not
shown), we have estimated the maximum rate of displacement
synthesis on four representative templates (Table 1). The
calculated rate depends on whether we assume linearization
occurred by synthesis from only one nick (unidirectional) or by
simultaneous synthesis from both nicks (bidirectional). The
maximum rates are roughly 1.5 and 0.73 nucleotides s⁻¹,
respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Template</th>
<th>Unidirectional (nucleotides/s)</th>
<th>Bidirectional (nucleotides/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>604</td>
<td>1.26–1.68</td>
<td>0.63–0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2082</td>
<td>1.33–1.44</td>
<td>0.66–0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2479</td>
<td>1.47–1.59</td>
<td>0.74–0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2669</td>
<td>1.48†</td>
<td>0.74†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean ± SD</td>
<td>1.46 ± 0.14</td>
<td>0.73 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Rates were calculated assuming synthesis exclusively from only one of
  the two nicks (unidirectional synthesis).
* Rates were calculated assuming simultaneous synthesis from both nicks
  (bidirectional synthesis).
* The appearance of product was judged to occur nearly coincident with one
  point (30 min) of the time course experiment.

lost by digestion with mung bean nuclease (compare the short
product [SP] in the even and odd numbered lanes).

To directly examine the DNA intermediates and products of
displacement synthesis, we have used transmission electron
microscopy. Shown in Fig. 6 is the result of a representative
experiment using the 207/2479 templates. Typically, a displace-
ment synthesis reaction was stopped and spread with form-
amide to prevent single strand intramolecular interactions, and
the DNA was stained with uranyl acetate and Pt/Pd rotary
shadowed (12). In all experiments, in addition to molecules
corresponding to starting material and to both types of ex-
pected linear products (data not shown), we observed a large
population of circular molecules possessing either one (Fig.
6A) or two (Fig. 6B) branches or “tails.” No similarly branched
molecules were observed in control reaction mixtures lacking
RT, indicating that we were not witnessing artifacts due to
formamide-induced melting of the duplex template. It should
be noted that under the conditions employed here, single-
stranded DNA was extended and thickened to an extent that it
was indistinguishable from duplex DNA (compare the linear
double-stranded DNA with circular single-stranded DNA in
Fig. 6C).

In the absence of synthesis, RT-mediated DNA unwinding is
very limited. DNA helicases are characterized by their ability
to promote processive, vectorial unwinding of duplex DNA in
a process that is coupled to the binding and hydrolysis of
nucleoside 5'-triphosphates (28). Given that RT appears to
possess a helicase-like activity in addition to functioning as a
DNA polymerase, we were interested in determining the
extent to which the two activities are interdependent.

To address this question, we developed an assay capable of
detecting RT-mediated unwinding of duplex DNA in the
absence of DNA synthesis. To maximize sensitivity, we per-
formed the assay with the 17/2669 template pair as dia-
grammed in Fig. 7. We specifically were interested in the 17
template, as its 3' termini orient RT towards the small 17-bp
duplex region holding together the two ends of the DNA.

Thus, in addition to being susceptible to opening by a pros-
cessive helicase activity, this template could also provide a means
for detecting a melted "footprint," or unwound region, created by a nontranslocating RT positioned at one or both 3' termini of the DNA. It should be noted that the 17 and 2669 templates were represented equally in the mixture; we would therefore expect only one-half of the templates to be susceptible to RT-mediated melting if the orientation of the enzyme were critical (i.e., if melting occurs specifically ahead of the enzyme when positioned at a primer).

We previously had noted that under our assay conditions any melted template quickly and efficiently reannealed. Therefore, to detect what would be a transient melting event, we employed a mixture of templates linearized by two different restriction enzymes. As schematically outlined in Fig. 7, and shown in the positive controls for the experiment, melting of the 17-bp duplex at 55°C followed by quick-chilling resulted in a selective decrease in the band corresponding to the 2,686-bp linear template (Fig. 8, lane 10). As expected, the smaller fragments resulting from the unpairing of the DNA increased (these four smaller restriction fragments preexisted in the samples because linearse were not separated from circles during the preparation of the DNA). Subsequent incubation under the reaction conditions resulted in the generation of unique DNA products of 3,010 and 2,362 bp due to the random sorting of the sticky-ended DNA molecules before pairing of the ends (Fig. 8, lane 11).

As shown in Fig. 8, lane 3, there was no appreciable decrease in the template band, or increase in the unique "sorted" reannealed bands, when the DNA was incubated with RT alone (compare with the RT-minus negative control in lane 2). Thus, RT, without an energy source, did not function as a helicase, nor did its binding unwind sufficient base pairs to cause melting of the remaining duplex under the conditions of the assay (see Discussion). Because the helicases characterized to date appear to couple NTP binding and hydrolysis with duplex DNA unwinding and enzyme translocation (28), we were interested in what role NTPs or dNTPs would play in the ability of RT to melt the duplex. As shown in Fig. 8, lanes 4 to 6 and 8, RT did not utilize ATP or, individually, any of the dNTPs not directly involved in synthesis as an energy source to catalyze detectable unwinding. Assuming that we could detect approximately 25 ng of product by ethidium bromide staining, we estimate that a melting event on 3% of the template molecules was the minimum level of detection in this assay.

Because synthesis on the 17 template initiates with the incorporation of five dG residues (four at the right and one at the left end [Fig. 7]), incubation of the template with RT and dGTP should allow limited synthesis, shrinking the 17-bp duplex down to 12 bp, and partially displacing the nontemplate strand. Under these conditions the template was clearly opened (the 2,686-bp band decreased by roughly one-half), as can be seen in Fig. 8, lane 7. However, no sorted, reannealed products were generated despite the opening. This result, together with the fact that the melting temperature of the 12-bp duplex is predicted to be well below 37°C, makes it likely that the product of synthesis in the presence of dGTP melted independently of any unwinding by RT. Thus, while presum-
FIG. 7. Schematic representation of the assay for duplex DNA unwinding of the 17 template. The circular 17 template was cut independently with two single-site restriction enzymes (ScaI or SapI), and the resulting linearss were mixed for the unwinding assay. Shown at the top is the sequence of the 17-bp duplex holding together the two ends of the template. Nicks are indicated by arrowheads in the sequence and by gaps in the diagram below; the 3' hydroxyl position RT towards this 17-bp region. RT binding at the nick(s) could have no effect or could unwind the 17-bp duplex to a variable extent. In the case of DNA unwinding sufficient to cause opening of the remaining duplex (lower right), four distinct sticky-ended DNA fragments (A, B C and D) are generated. Random sorting of these fragments before renaturing produces three linear forms containing 2,362, 2,686, and 3,010 bp. In contrast, if duplex unwinding is insufficient to unpair the DNA, only a 2,686-bp linear corresponding to unopened template is predicted (lower left).

ably not required in this instance, we cannot rule out the possibility that a synthesis-dependent event catalyzed a more extensive disruption of duplex template than occurred in the absence of synthesis (see Discussion).

Prompted by a previous report that AMV RT exhibits a duplex DNA unwinding-like activity independent of the presence of DNA termini to position the enzyme (11), we have examined MuLV RT for the ability to unwind duplex DNA in a primer-independent fashion. Our approach was to assay for an RT-mediated change in the superhelical nature of a covalently-closed circular duplex DNA molecule (14, 37). Since unwinding of the helix in such a molecule decreases DNA twist, the fixed relationship between DNA linking number (L), twist (T), and writhe (W), L = T + W (44), necessitates a compensatory increase in superhelicity. This effect can be detected by comparing the distribution of DNA topoisomers resulting from complete relaxation of the DNA in the presence and absence of the DNA unwinding activity. By decreasing DNA twist, a DNA unwinding protein effectively "hides" negative supercoils from relaxation by eukaryotic topoisomerase I. When the protein is removed, unwound DNA regions are allowed to reform the normal helical structure, resulting in the generation of negative supercoils (14, 37).

We examined the effects of binding to closed circular DNA by two different, displacement synthesis-competent RT preps from two different suppliers. For comparative purposes, and as a positive control, we included the unwound complex created by T7 RNA polymerase binding to its promoter in the presence of GTP. The DNA for all assays was the covalently closed plasmid, pBluescript II KS (+). Because the conditions of electrophoresis were selected to shift the distribution of relaxed topoisomers into a positively supercoiled state, the end result of any protein-mediated unwinding would be to reduce the mobility of the entire topoisomer distribution relative to that of the controls. Lanes 3 to 5 in Fig. 9 show that RT-mediated DNA unwinding, while detectable, was extremely limited (compare with negative controls [lanes 2 and 6]). Clearly, there was a gradual shift in topoisomer distribution associated with an increasing RT-to-DNA ratio. However, it was only upon reaching an enzyme-DNA molar excess of 69:1 that a shift corresponding to approximately one superhelical turn, equivalent to the unwinding of roughly 10 bp, was seen. This shift can be compared to a virtually identical change mediated by T7 RNA polymerase binding specifically to the single T7 promoter region on the plasmid (lanes 8 versus T7-minus negative controls, lanes 7 and 9). We have not independently determined the fraction of active RT molecules in our commercially supplied RT preparations; this precludes a quantitative determination of the unwound region per enzyme. However, by assuming that binding sites were not limiting, we estimate that RT-mediated unwinding must have been very low. If greater than 10 of the possible 69 enzyme molecules (an active proportion of roughly 14%) were capable of binding the template in this assay, unwinding would necessarily have been less than 1 bp per molecule. It seems most likely, therefore, that RT binding, rather than dissociating base pairs, had a more subtle effect on DNA twist. At high RT/DNA ratios this effect, cumulatively, was detectable, as a slight amount of unwinding by this assay. While subtle, the effect was associated specifically with RT because BSA at a 90:1 molar excess did not demonstrate a similar effect on DNA twist (lanes 2 and 6), and controls ruled out any effect ascribable to the RT storage buffer (data not shown). An identical pattern was seen whether RT interacted with negatively supercoiled DNA or with DNA which had been relaxed by topoisomerase I before binding (data not shown). Thus, it appears that the binding effect seen was not the result of RT binding specifically to single-stranded regions created on the unwound form I DNA.

A 181-amino-acid C-terminal truncation of RT displays dramatically reduced strand displacement activity. While the DNA polymerase and RNase H activities of M-MuLV RT are contained within a single polypeptide chain, their respective catalytic sites reside in physically and functionally separable domains of the protein: DNA polymerase activity is found in the N terminus, while RNase H activity lies in the C terminus (39). As a first approach to address whether the structural determinants of displacement synthesis reside along with the polymerase domain in the N-terminal portion of RT, we examined the displacement synthesis activity of BRL Superscript I. This enzyme possesses a functional DNA polymerase domain but lacks detectable RNase H activity because of a
C-terminal truncation of 181 amino acids (26). As shown in Fig. 10, the carboxy-terminal 181 amino acids were clearly not required for at least limited strand displacement synthesis. However, relative to the wild-type enzyme, the truncated protein demonstrated a dramatically reduced displacement synthesis capability. On the 117/2569 template pair, the truncated protein synthesized approximately fourfold-less short product than the wild type and produced no long product during the 1.5-h incubation (Fig. 10A, lane 3 versus lane 2). When analyzed by a 32P-labeled time course experiment using the 207/2479 template pair, the truncated protein again demonstrated only limited displacement synthesis ability, failing to complete 207 bp of synthesis during the 60-min incubation (Fig. 10B). These data indicate a maximum rate of displacement synthesis by the mutant enzyme of less than 0.06 nucleotides per s, which is at least an order of magnitude slower than the wild-type enzyme (see above) (Table 1). We have compared synthesis on single- and double-stranded templates by the truncated enzyme and find the defect to be specific for strand displacement synthesis (data to be published elsewhere). The absence of a functional RNase H activity in Superscript I (26) appears to be unrelated to its strand displacement synthesis characteristics, as subsequent experiments utilizing BRL Superscript II, a multiple point mutant RNase H− enzyme, demonstrated a displacement synthesis activity identical to that of the wild-type enzyme (data not shown).

**DISCUSSION**

The precise mechanism by which strand displacement synthesis is achieved during reverse transcription has been unclear. While the viral RT has remained an attractive candidate because of its integral role in reverse transcription, evidence to date has failed to demonstrate sufficient RT-associated displacement synthesis to meet the in vivo requirement. To readdress this issue, we constructed 10 nicked circular duplex DNA.
DNA templates to serve as substrates for displacement synthesis by purified M-MuLV RT. On all 10 templates, ranging from 17 through 2,669 bp, RT was capable of completing synthesis as indicated by the generation of linear products of the predicted structure and size. The intermediates of synthesis, as examined by \( ^{32}P \)dATP incorporation, mung bean nuclease sensitivity, and direct visualization by electron microscopy, were nicked duplex circles with single-stranded tails. The experiments described here indicate that purified M-MuLV RT is capable of displacing the nontemplate strand during synthesis in vitro to an extent much greater than would be required for the completion of the LTRs following the second strand transfer reaction of reverse transcription. Because additional strand displacement of DNA is probably not required (see below) (4) and because strand displacement of RNA would be greatly facilitated by the RNase H activity of RT (21), the displacement synthesis capability demonstrated here for M-MuLV RT may be sufficient to meet all of the in vivo requirements. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of such a striking displacement synthesis activity in a retroviral RT. While we have not excluded the possibility that accessory factors of viral or cellular origin facilitate strand displacement synthesis during reverse transcription in vivo, for M-MuLV at least, it appears such aid is not required.

The maximum rate of displacement synthesis on four representative templates was estimated by performing a time course experiment in the presence of \( ^{32}P \)dATP. Depending upon whether one assumes unidirectional or bidirectional synthesis on the templates, the estimated maximum rate falls between 0.73 and 1.5 net nucleotides per s. This rate is roughly 10-fold slower than nondisplacement synthesis by M-MuLV RT on a heteropolymeric DNA template in vitro (our unpublished data), and 10- to 20-fold slower than the published incorporation rate of HIV-1 RT on homopolymeric and heteropolymeric RNA templates in vitro (21, 34). As noted above, it is clear that displacement synthesis through the ~600-bp LTR region is required for completion of reverse transcription following the second jump; in principle, this synthesis could be performed by one RT extending the minus DNA strand or by two RTs simultaneously extending both the minus and plus strands. Plus-strand synthesis from multiple start sites would be expected to lead to downstream displacement, as has been documented in the ASLV system; however, completion of this displacement, in principle, should not be obligatory for viral replication, since a mature plus strand could be generated by nuclease digestion of any displaced single-stranded tails followed by ligation of the resulting discontinuous plus strand (4).

It is uncertain whether strand displacement synthesis would be rate limiting for completion of the last step of reverse transcription. If the entire plus strand is synthesized from one initiation event, as is generally depicted, our calculated rates suggest that displacement synthesis by the minus strand through the LTR region need not be rate limiting (594 bp of displacement synthesis versus 8,246 nucleotides of single strand template directed synthesis to complete the 8,858-bp linear duplex) (38). However, if plus strands are synthesized from two or more start sites (2, 3, 10, 13, 17, 19, 23, 27, 33) and a continuous plus strand is generated by ligation, it may be that displacement synthesis through the LTR is the rate limiting event once the second jump has occurred.

It appears that the DNA unwinding activity of RT cannot be functionally uncoupled from DNA synthesis and thus that RT does not function as a classical helicase. We investigated synthesis-independent DNA unwinding by RT in two distinct settings: on a nicked template, we looked for melting downstream of a primer-positioned RT, and on a closed circular duplex molecule we examined the ability of RT to unwind duplex DNA independently of the presence of termini. Our assay in the former case took advantage of the fact that the two ends of the 17 template are held together by only 17 bp of duplex DNA. RT is oriented by the 17-bp region; therefore, a detectable melted footprint would arise if a primer-positioned RT unwound sufficient downstream DNA to cause unpairing of the remaining duplex. To define what would be a detectable footprint in our assay, we used an experimentally determined melting temperature for the starting template (56°C), the nearest-neighbor model of Borer et al. (5, 35), and the thermodynamic values of Breslauer et al. (6) to calculate the predicted unpairing temperature of the 17 template after an unwinding event initiated from either one or both nicks in the DNA. Our analysis predicts that an unwinding event of greater than 2 bp would be detectable at the 37°C assay temperature if RT were positioned at both termini or solely at the right one, while unwinding specifically at the left nick would be detectable if the extent were greater than 6 bp. Under no conditions did we detect a melting event without concomitant DNA synthesis.
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and we noted no difference between the presence and the absence of a hydrolyzable NTP or dNTP source unless it was the particular dNTP encoded by the template strand. As there is no a priori reason to assume that RT would be preferentially directed to the left terminus over the right, or that simultaneous binding of RT to both termini would be sterically precluded (22, 31), we conclude that independent of DNA synthesis, RT-mediated unwinding is minimal or absent.

Lohman has described a potential mechanism of helicase-catalyzed DNA unwinding, classified as passive, in which the enzyme stabilizes transiently generated single-stranded DNA rather than actively participating in the unwinding event (28). While he noted that no direct evidence exists to support such a mechanism, it is possible that RT functions in this manner. Thus, one model for RT-mediated unwinding would have RT functioning to bind single strands generated by breathing or fraying of the duplex at the transition from single- to double-stranded DNA. This destabilization of the duplex would in turn facilitate synthesis-driven translocation of the enzyme through regions of double-stranded DNA. Alternatively, RT may employ an active mechanism for DNA unwinding (28). It is proposed that helicases actively destabilize duplex DNA by coupling conformational changes in the protein to NTP binding or hydrolysis (28). In an analogous manner, RT could utilize a conformational change linked to binding of the template-encoded dNTP or to the formation of the phosphodiester bond during chain elongation, to actively destabilize duplex DNA in front of the enzyme. Because the 17 template encodes five dG residues upon the initiation of synthesis, we predict that the product resulting from incubation of the template with RT and dGTP should melt independently of any DNA unwinding activity. Thus, our data neither favor nor exclude the possibility that an event exclusive to DNA synthesis catalyzes an active disruption of duplex template by RT or that this disruption could be greater than the maximum of 2 bp seen in the absence of synthesis. We are currently examining this possibility. It should be noted, however, that the discrepancy we observe between the rate of displacement and nondisplacement synthesis on an otherwise identical DNA template (see above) favors a model of displacement synthesis in which the act of strand separation is rate limiting. These data would appear to be more consistent with a passive or limited active unwinding mechanism by RT than with a robust active mechanism such as is observed for true DNA helicases. Additionally, because RT is constrained by synthesis to translocate in steps of one nucleotide, simple economy might dictate that unwinding be on a similar scale.

Because AMV RT has previously been reported to possess a duplex DNA unwinding activity which functions independently of synthesis and of the presence of a DNA terminus to position the enzyme (11), we examined M-MuLV RT for a similar capability. To address primer-independent DNA unwinding, we assayed for an RT-mediated change in the superhelical nature of a covalently closed circular duplex molecule. This method has previously been used to determine the size of the unwound region created by E. coli RNA polymerase and calf thymus RNA polymerase II at their respective promoters (14, 37), as well as by Xenopus transcription factor A (16). While we detected a reproducible effect on DNA twist, it appears unlikely that RT is capable of unwinding even 1 bp by binding to strictly duplex DNA: it was only at an enzyme-DNA molar excess of 69:1 that we detected a shift corresponding to the unwinding of 10 bp. At a minimum, then, RT binding could effect a net unwinding of the duplex of only 5 bp. Since it is unlikely that RT binding to the DNA was limited by the availability of sites or that RT balances duplex unwinding with compensatory whirling in the opposite sense (24, 29), we would have to assume nearly 90% of the enzyme molecules used for the assay were either functionally incapable of binding or inactive with respect to unwinding in order to arrive at a melted footprint of 1 bp per enzyme. We believe this scenario to be unlikely. Thus, the extent of the unwinding detected in this assay is consistent with the conclusion discussed above that duplex DNA unwinding by M-MuLV RT is minimal or absent without DNA synthesis. In the case of primer-independent unwinding, these data stand in contrast to the previously reported unwinding activity of AMV RT (11). The difference in our results may indicate that AMV RT and M-MuLV RT possess different activities. Alternatively, different results may be related to the differences in the binding conditions and methods employed in the two studies.

When we examined the ability of a 181-amino-acid C-terminal truncation of RT to catalyze strand displacement synthesis, we found it to have a dramatically reduced activity compared with that of the wild-type protein. While this enzyme is missing the RNase H activity, the activity itself does not appear to be involved in displacement synthesis, since an RNase H− point-mutant RT functions like the wild type. While the truncated protein has been shown to have full DNA polymerase activity on a poly(C) template, it shows decreased activity on poly(dA) and is less processive than wild-type protein on heteropolymeric templates (7, 26, and unpublished data). It may be that an alteration in polymerase activity is responsible for the reduced displacement synthesis phenotype of this protein. Alternatively, the truncation could deprive the enzyme of an overall structure or particular amino acid motif required for efficient displacement synthesis. On this note, it is interesting that while native M-MuLV RT has been reported to dimerize upon binding to primer template, mutant RT’s missing the RNase H domain C helix or truncated from the RNase H domain through the C terminus failed to dimerize (41). All DNA helicases characterized to date appear to function in oligomeric form, and the presence of at least two DNA-binding sites is thought to be required for an active DNA unwinding mechanism (28).

How closely do our templates approximate an in vivo intermediate of reverse transcription? The exact nature of the DNA intermediate produced by the second strand transfer reaction of reverse transcription is not known. While the molecule is commonly depicted with a nearly complete minus strand and a much shorter strong-stop plus strand (as shown in Fig. 1D), the in vivo intermediate may be more complex (4). While analogous to the structure in Fig. 1D, our templates more closely model the intermediate which would precede the complete linear DNA product of reverse transcription if a central plus-strand and minus-strand DNA synthesis into the LTR region occurred coincidentally. In principle, such an intermediate could arise by two distinct mechanisms. Subsequent to the second jump, if plus-strand extension were to proceed much more rapidly than minus-strand extension, the “correct” PPT-primed plus strand could reach the LTR before the minus strand was complete. Our estimates of the relative rates of displacement and nondisplacement synthesis (see above) suggest that this event is possible. More likely is the possibility that a secondary plus strand initiated upstream of the PPT could reach the U3 region and commence displacement synthesis concurrent with minus-strand extension into the U5 region. Consistent with this possibility, evidence suggests that viruses such as ASLV (3, 19, 23, 40), HIV-1 (9, 10), visna virus (2, 17), spumavirus (27, 42), and M-MuLV (13, 33) utilize upstream, secondary sites to prime plus-strand synthesis.

Interestingly, this convergent displacement synthesis could,
in principle, be problematic for RT. Depending on how RT translocates along the template, the potential exists for the development of topological problems between the approaching minus- and plus-strand synthesis forks. If RT tracks and the helix, rotating once per helical turn, one would expect the displaced single strands to remain helically wound around the duplex behind the enzyme. Under these conditions, there should be no topological problem associated with elongation (25). However, if RT were constrained to prevent free rotation and the displaced strands pushed away from the template as the enzyme advanced, one would expect the generation of positive supercoils ahead of the synthesis fork (25). This overwinding should be inhibitory to synthesis unless alleviated by some mechanism; in vitro this would most likely be achieved by passage (unwinding) of the displaced single strands around the template. The preferential stalling of RT on the longer displacement templates could be accounted for by the generation of torsional strain or by an inability of the longer displaced strands to unwind around the template. However, this stalling could also be accounted for by an increased likelihood of the enzyme encountering a sequence inhibitory to polymerization or strand displacement on the longer templates (36). The free single strands seen in our electron micrographs do not necessarily favor one mechanism over the other, as thermal motion and entropy would drive the gradual unwinding of displaced strands left helically wound around the duplex during synthesis. Therefore, at least in the in vitro reaction on these templates, we favor the simpler model whereby a freely rotating RT prevents the generation of topological problems during convergent displacement synthesis. The observed constant maximum rate of displacement synthesis over the range from 604 to 2,669 bp is consistent with this mechanism functioning on at least a subset of the templates.
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